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here is my e1570 huawei e1570 and here is my unlock code E:25503030871176 F:405222130871176 both fail for this model HUAWEI_E1570_003W-EU or E:25503030871176 F:405222130871176 or E:25503030871176 F:405222130871176
hi Denny, If your network provider has a simcard from the carrier of your modem like in my case i had digi+ telkom set as the carrier id. You can easily check by going to dialer section and find out about the carrier id. Do the same with

maxis/celcom/digi. This is the simcard which will be used when the modem is unlocked. hello Alexander, This is a one-step unlock tool for huawei flash modems (except E303). This tool can unlock almost all of the Huawei devices with various
firmwares and Sim card. This tool is developed from a user experience point of view. It is easy to use the unlock tool. Note: Because the modem is not wipe after each attempt, if you mistakenly put wrong code, you will lose your SMS and call
history. Goodluck! Hi: I hav been in trouble for for a long time. I couldn't download the firmware update anymore from the Huawei official website because it is faulty and the firmware files are not working. I couldn't connect my modem on the

mobile broadband page either. Tried to uninstall it from the windows operating system but failed. So I couldn't use my phone at all and deleted my data. Thanks to my friend who suggested me this page to unlock my modem using a few
tutorial. I did, but still the phone couldn't connect to the internet. I tried several codes but none worked. I have a windos 7 laptop and a mobile phone. What can I do, please help.

Huawei X220d Modem Unlocker

at least some of what i have tried have been tested on friends' handsets and laptops. i have replaced the modem many times with no change. i have tried to contact a friend who owns a huawei e1750c. he said he was trying to retrieve the
unlock code from his and mine sim. i followed all the instructions on this website on his handset. i also bought sim card where he is from. i tried all the sims in his handset and the one he had purchased and it didn't work. i then went to the

place where he got the sim card and the technician explained to me that there was a extra data package on the sim card, which he noticed. as i was paying he told me to start the program and that if i noticed that i needed to pay money for
the data package there i should pay and that's the sim card that he used. i purchased one that has another data package for about $20 and when i activated it i realised that the unlock code would not work. i have a huawei e303 usb 3g/4g

(modem) wifi stick. i cant unlock the modem. i've tried to unlock it with free tools and the application you gave me, but i'm having a very hard time. first of all, i've done every unlock attempt step by step, and it still says "the code is
incorrect. please try again." can you help me? i have a huawei mobile x701 usb 3g/4g (modem) wifi stick. i cant unlock the modem. i've tried to unlock it with free tools and the application you gave me, but i'm having a very hard time. first of
all, i've done every unlock attempt step by step, and it still says "the code is incorrect. please try again." can you help me? i have a huawei u153 usb 3g/4g (modem) wifi stick. i cant unlock the modem. i've tried to unlock it with free tools and

the application you gave me, but i'm having a very hard time. first of all, i've done every unlock attempt step by step, and it still says "the code is incorrect. please try again." can you help me? 5ec8ef588b
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